HERE'S HOW THE PROCESS OF ABOLISHING STATE AND NATIONAL BOUNDARY LINES CAN OCCUR

- On the left is a diagram of the Lake Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. The dark area depicts the lake. The broken line area surrounding the lake is the border of the mandated regional 'Agency' known as the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. Note that territory was taken from 3 Nevada counties and 2 California counties in order to create the T.R.P.A.

- At the time this Agency was first being installed by Gov. Ronald Reagan who signed A.B. 1362, protesting residents, caught up under the authority of the Agency, filed a suit against the Agency on the grounds that it was unconstitutional for various reasons. The people had no voting rights placed under this taxing non-elected all appointed ruling body. Back to taxation without representation!

- Nevertheless, there was no relief in the court system. The protesters lost the case in court! A striking implication was delivered in the judge's decision in this law suit! It was implied in the judge's decision that the 'line' which separates California from Nevada no longer exists! (The California 'line' referred to is strictly within the area shown by a broken line that comprises the territory of the T.R.P.A. (see opposite diagram).

- On January 7, 1969 California Governor Ronald Reagan sent a letter to Congress 'to re-emphasize his complete endorsement of the T.R.P.A.' and he urged them to approve the arrangement. Again, in 1971 he sent a telegram to support T.R.P.A. in which he said: "Any delay in adoption of a regional plan for the T.R.P.A. would be a rejection of many years' work." Gov. Reagan and Nevada Gov. Paul Laxalt each signed their areas away. Pres. Richard Nixon finalized it when he signed T.R.P.A. into law. The overlaying precedence was then established. Reagan later told the protesters: "I don't want to hear anything against regional government!"

- At the time when Franklin Roosevelt was planning to push for the abolishment of the states, it was admitted that the people would not approve of it. In an article printed in the April 21, 1935 New York Times Magazine, it was stated as follows:

  "The revisionists may never be heard from publicly -- especially, if the federal courts soon experience a miraculous transformation and begin with unanimity interpreting law in the light of social change." Now, what does that tell you?

- A map was drawn under F.D.R.'s presidency to eliminate our national borders. Today we find that our Mexican and Canadian borders have 'regional buffer zones' overlaid upon them! State Department geographers have already drawn maps to merge parts of U.S.A. with Canada and Mexico!

Constitutional border lines disappear simply by overlaying regional lines down upon them!